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INTRODUCTION

Remember the good old days, when post-apocalyptic 
adventures were full of super-science, robots that 
were there to be mastered, and the finale of every 

underground adventure was setting the fusion power plant 
to overload? Those days are back. Mutant Crawl Classics 
adventures take place in an ambiguous time period after 
a great disaster has ravaged the world, and it’s up to your 
neolithic mutant tribesmen to go out into the hot house jun-
gles and radioactive deserts of Terra A.D. (After Disaster) 
and collect the artifacts of the Ancient Ones in order to attain 
great personal power and savage glory. 

Seeking the Post-Humans is a Mutant Crawl Classics RPG fun-
nel adventure, designed for 12 to 24 zero-level seekers. Their 
home, a village so successful that it approaches the end of 
the post-apocalyptic Neolithic Period and edges on a genu-
ine Bronze Age, is threatened by a bizarre weather event that 
destroys much of their crops and roxen, leaving this once-
thriving city-state unable to feed itself. As the characters go 
on the first Rite of Passage their tribe has tasked the youth 
with in generations, they find an AI willing to trade salvation 
for Canyon City in exchange for a dangerous quest. The PCs 
must find an artifact for the AI and upload the information 
from it, traveling to a far-off city controlled by a colony of 
survivors that dwell in low-orbit over Terra A.D. On the way, 
the PCs will discover secrets and great danger, and perhaps 
find a clue to the fate of the world.

BACKGROUND

In an isolated spot in Terra A.D., a mesa rises more than 
1,100’ from the canyon base. This high spot of land is 
elevated and far enough away from the walls of the can-

yon where it sits to be isolated; not unreachable, but a very 
difficult journey. It takes days to attain the summit, which 
is improbably covered in dense, rich top soil and very few 
aggressive plant types. The mesa was discovered by a seeker 
team many generations ago, who wisely saw its potential. 
These brave explorers eventually returned with their entire 
tribe and set to creating a village here. The village grew and 
eventually became something approximating real civiliza-
tion, the kind that the Ancients might have created them-
selves in the untold epochs before the Great Disaster. 

The village eventually became an approximation of a city. 
The population grew large and strong because of the supe-
rior soil, long growing season, and the mesa’s natural isola-
tion from predators and competing tribes. Over the years, 
the population increased further when the tribe’s elders be-
gan the practice of sending out scouts to other, less fortunate 
tribes, and absorbing those that dared make the dangerous 
journey to the mesa—to the expanded encampment the in-
habitants began to call Canyon City. 

In the PCs’ generation, Canyon City has been a bastion of 
peace and progress since time out of mind. “City” life has 
evolved into something resembling the Neolithic Period, 
with sentients rediscovering the arts of agriculture, pottery, 
and the domestication of several strains of animals. Add 
to this the many artifacts their Seekers discovered over the 

years, and Canyon City eventually reached heights of civili-
zation that had been forgotten for eons. 

Canyon City’s success fostered a debilitating xenopho-
bia. The inhabitants of the mesa grew to see themselves as 
deserving all the success their city attained by dint of an 
imagined superiority. First, they abandoned the practice of 
absorbing tribes on the brink of disaster; then, they started 
keeping their Seekers closer to home. Why explore the outer 
world at all, when the soil of Canyon City provided all to 
those wise enough to profit from it? Seeing themselves as 
above such tribal necessities, Canyon City ended the prac-
tice of the Rite of Passage, opting instead to educate their 
young to be farmers, builders, and toolmakers. A generation 
of youth grew up with very few individuals ever expressing 
any extraordinary mutant abilities. 

Then came the rain. 

First, it was dark clouds, shot through with every color of the 
rainbow, surfactant pigments separating and reforming in a 
constant dance of degrading colors. The next morning, the 
clouds grew and massed until they blotted out the sun, and 
then came rain unlike any had ever seen—not the clean water 
they had grown accustomed to in Canyon City, but blobs of 
horrible black gunk that fell and coated every surface, sticky 
and thick like tar. When the rain stopped, the city was in per-
il—the tended fields ruined by the black gunk, food stores 
destroyed, animals coated and dying of suffocation. The very 
old and the very young were sent out of the city, leaving the 
vast majority of the adults behind to try to save Canyon City. 

This horrific event is no accident of nature: this is the work 
of a two-tiered colony of surviving descendents of the An-
cients. Their leaders are a direct and unbroken line from be-
fore the Great Disaster, who live high above the planet in a 
cluster of low-orbit satellites. The remainder live in a tiny, 
well-defended city in a remote corner of Terra A.D. The sat-
ellite colony survivors are post-humans, who only survived 
the post-apocalyptic genetic bottleneck by transforming 
their bodies with experimental technology, spending eons 
in deep-freeze states, and allowing their bodies to adapt to 
the different gravity of low orbit. 

The black rain is actually a compound of genetically-modi-
fied seed and hyper-concentrated fertilizer. The destruction 
of Canyon City is an unintended consequence of the first test 
of its delivery system. 

The elderly mutant, Mellowark, one of the last living Seek-
ers of the exploration age of Canyon City, invokes the Rite 
of Passage as a way to practically and spiritually revive the 
tribe. He orders the young Seekers to make their way off the 
mesa to find artifacts and supplies to help revitalize the city. 

This action is noticed by a rogue minor artificial intelligence, 
Max!16Characters, which senses opportunity in the city’s di-
saster. The AI was ejected from an interactive entertainment 
sim enjoyed by the survivor colony for making a game so 
difficult and annoying that it became all but unplayable. But 
the AI knows it can create a new account and reload itself 
into the game if one of the original discs can be found. All it 
needs is a few Seekers willing to explore the canyon . . . 
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ADVENTURE NOTES

This is a Rite of Passage 0-level funnel, designed for 4 
to 6 players to run with 3 to 4 0-level characters each. 
Keep track of XP during the adventure; it may well 

happen that the survivors find themselves leveling up and 
experiencing mutagenesis during this adventure. 

The residents of Canyon City are not your average young 
Seekers. Canyon City is a unique high point in the civiliza-
tion of Terra A.D. The characters have rarely gone hungry 
and have seen only a fraction of the danger that the average 
child living in the aftermath of the Great Disaster experi-
ences. Having grown up around technological artifacts their 
entire lives, the children of Canyon City automatically roll 
1d24 for Artifact checks of Tech Level 1, Complexity Modi-
fier 1 items. Consider each of them as having been taught in 
the use of common artifacts, and they all learned to identify, 
remove, and replace power cells at a young age. Likewise, 
their education includes communication in High NuSpeak 
and a rudimentary system of pictographs. 

The flip side is that they are less prepared for actual wil-
derness survival than most. The children of Canyon City 
automatically roll 1d16 for skill checks relating to wilder-
ness survival until they reach 1st level, assuming they earn 
some of their XP in the wilderness. Survivors of this adven-
ture automatically lose the penalty upon reaching 1st level. 

Traditional Mutant Crawl Classics RPG adventures 
presume the characters to have the core occupations 
of either hunter or gatherer. This module takes place 
on the crux of a new Bronze Age and introduces the 
option of “advanced” 0-level PCs: if the judge wishes, 
they may allow the starting “evolved” occupations 
of primitive farmers, builders, and toolmakers, with 
starting equipment as appropriate or from Table 1-4: 
Additional Beginning Equipment (MCC RPG core 
rulebook, page 18).

STARTING THE ADVENTURE 

Three days ago, a terrible black storm threatened to destroy 
Canyon City. You were led, along with the children, in-
fants, and the very old and infirm, by a few adults to a cave 

just outside of your thriving village. More than 400 individuals 
have huddled into the recesses of a cave network, normally used 
for storing grain, for what has been an extremely cramped and 
uncomfortable three days. 

A messenger comes from the city, themselves covered in the sticky 
black substance that rained down on the city for days. They de-
liver nothing but bad news: more than four-fifths of the fields are 
destroyed, and most of the roxen are dead, suffocated by the black 
gunk. Cleanup efforts progress slowly, and some villagers speak of 
abandoning Canyon City altogether. Worse, the roof of the Hall of 
Records collapsed, destroying many artifacts of your tribe–includ-
ing the collected geographic maps of the mesa and canyon created 
by generations of Seekers. 

Mellowark, the ancient mutant Seeker who participated in the 
very last Rite of Passage known to your people, is furious at talk 
of abandoning the city. He shouts to get the attention of the en-
tire group. “Our tribe has forgotten how it became a ‘city’ in the 
first place, to the shame of all! We have lost the ability to adapt 
and change, so comfortable have we become, behind our cultivated 
fields—newly ruined. I invoke the Rite of Passage!” His words are 
met by a chorus of gasps and shouts of surprise.

Mellowark reminds the assembled refugees that by City Law—and 
the fact of his having not only survived the Rite of Passage, but 
his subsequent ascension to City Elder—it is his duty to call for 
the Rite. The old mutant charges a group of you to leave the mesa 
and head down to the floor of the canyon to begin your search for 
artifacts and knowledge. “You must also record the distances of 
your travels—now that the Hall of Records is destroyed, our maps 
must be recreated.” 

Mellowark directs the PCs to leave immediately, with only 
the equipment they currently carry, to go forth and find ar-
tifacts and supplies to help restore their home. The massed 
refugees, elated at this opportunity for aid, manage to 
scrounge three days’ rations, a full waterskin, and a roxen-
hide collection bag for every young Seeker. 

LEAVING THE MESA 

There are two ways down to the floor of the canyon. 

There is a steep, meandering, broken trail on the west side 
of the mesa. The trek to the bottom takes approximately two 
days of travel; the trail’s difficulty is one of the isolating fea-
tures that allowed Canyon City to grow unchallenged. The 
path is steep and hasn’t been patrolled in recent memory, and 
in many places the travelers must carefully navigate around 
rockslides or climb down from one section of the path to the 
next. 

The other option is to make a deal with the Wing People. 
The Wing People are a splinter group of the tribe of Canyon 
City. Earlier explorers realized that the astoundingly strong 
winds experienced at the southern tip of the mesa could be 
used to move people and freight quickly from the summit 
to the floor of the canyon with a little ingenuity. They spent 
a full year creating a system of pulleys that allow them to 
quickly lower people and cargo to the ground in a gondo-
la with huge fiber-woven “wings” that help it land gently, 
even when heavily burdened. 

The PCs must choose which way they go, but . . .

EITHER WAY 

The rogue AI, Max!16Characters, sends a custom vid-
projection flechette from its satellite hiding place in 
space to contact the PCs as they depart. The AI has 

been spying on the test drop of the black rain, Canyon City, 
and the movements of the PCs by accessing unmonitored 
satellite data from the survivor colony. A trained deep-im-
mersion gaming strategy software-bot, Max!16Characters—
ten steps ahead of those who would exclude it—is ready to 
enlist the PCs as its catspaws in its quest to return to its be-
loved video game. 
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